decreasing emissions. Finally, we observed that changes in precursor emissions also altered the aerosol formation mechanisms.
compared to reduction in nitrogen oxides emissions estimated by bottom-up inventory. The chemical transport model simulations 23 with these emission estimates reproduced the relative changes in aerosol composition and suggested that the reduced emissions in 24 Beijing and its surrounding regions played a dominant role. The variations in meteorological conditions and regional transport 25 contributed much less to the changes in aerosol concentration and its chemical composition during [2014] [2015] [2016] [2017] compared to the 26 decreasing emissions. Finally, we observed that changes in precursor emissions also altered the aerosol formation mechanisms. 27 The decreased SO2 emissions suppressed the rapid formation of secondary sulfate through heterogeneous reactions. The observed 28 explosive growth of sulfate at a relative humidity (RH) greater than 50% in 2014 was delayed to a higher RH of 70% in 2017. SO2 emissions but limited control of NOx (Geng et al., 2017) . Based on the measurements of organic aerosol (OA) composition in 62 Beijing, a larger decrease in secondary OA than primary OA was found during the 2014 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation 63 summit due to the strict emission controls (Sun et al., 2016 
ACSM data analysis

94
The ACSM data were analyzed using the standard analysis software within Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc., Oregon USA). Default 95 relative ionization efficiencies (RIEs) were applied to organics (1.4), nitrate (1.1), and chloride (1.3), while the RIEs of ammonium 96 and sulfate were experimentally determined through calibrations with pure ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate, respectively.
97
A composition-dependent collection efficiency (CE) algorithm was used to account for the incomplete detection of aerosol particles 98 (Middlebrook et al., 2012) . As shown in Fig. S1 , the total measured PM1 mass (NR-PM1 plus BC) correlated well with the PM2. The ACSM provides unit-mass-resolution mass spectra of submicron particles, facilitating source apportionment via factor analysis.
102
In this study, positive matrix factorization (PMF) was implemented to resolve OA into various sources using a multilinear engine 103 (ME-2; Paatero, 1999) 
164
The model was run in the forward mode by assuming that aerosol solutions were metastable. Particle water associated with OA 165 was not considered in this study given its minor effects. M. X. Liu et al. (2017) showed that organic matter (OM)-induced particle 166 water accounted for only 5% of the total AWC in Beijing. In this study, the transition in aerosol composition was mainly reflected 167 in the variations in nitrate and sulfate concentrations. For the analysis of the sensitivity of aerosol properties to particle composition, Overall, the mass fraction of organics in PM1 declined from 49% to 36% over the period ( 
Emission changes
250
According to both the observations (Fig. 1 ) and simulation results (Fig. 5a ), sulfate and organics experienced the largest decreases were observed (Fig. 1) and simulated (Fig. 5a) 
Formation mechanisms
307
From a traditional viewpoint, sulfate formation mainly includes SO2 oxidation by OH in the gas phase and SO2 oxidation in cloud 308 droplets by H2O2 and O3 in the aqueous phase (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012) . This is actually the case for global sulfate production 309 (Roelofs et al., 1998) . The formation rate of sulfate through aqueous reactions is typically much faster than that through gas-phase (Table 1) , the results here imply that 324 with the large reduction in gaseous precursors, the rapid formation of sulfate through heterogeneous reaction is more difficult to haze conditions in Beijing (Cheng et al., 2016) . The sulfate oxidation rates by O3 and NO2 increase with increasing particle pH.
363
Therefore, a more neutral atmosphere would favor aqueous-phase sulfate formation in Beijing. Particle acidity also influences the 364 gas-particle partitioning of nitrate. The rising particle pH would result in a higher fraction of particulate nitrate (∈ ( 3 − ) = ). Figure S9a displays the variation in ∈ ( 3 − ) as a function of particle pH under typical Beijing winter conditions 366 (temperature of approximately 0℃). With a particle pH below 3, ∈ ( 3 − ) increases sufficiently with the enhancement in particle 367 pH. However, when the particle pH is larger than 3, ∈ ( 3 − ) remains relatively stable (approaching 1). From 2013 to 2017, with 368 the particle pH remaining above 3 in Beijing, no clear change in ∈ ( 3 − ) was observed (Fig. S9b) .
369
The variations in nitrate and sulfate concentrations also affected the gas-particle partitioning of total ammonium (NHx = NH3 + , respectively. These changes reduced the mass fractions of organics and sulfate from 59% 
